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Abstract-A new method is given to prove uniqueness of the solution to basic obstacle inverse 
scattering problems. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The obstacle inverse scattering problems have been extensively studied. In [1,2] one finds the 
basic results and references. The statement of the direct obstacle scattering problem is: find the 
scattering solution u(z, a, k) from the equations (l)-(3): 
(V2 + k2)~ = 0 in D’, k > 0 (1) 
u=O on I’:=aD (2) 
u =exp(ikcr.z) +A(a’,a,k)T +o ; 
0 
as r:= 121 +oo, a’:= ;. 
Here a! E S2 is a given vector, S2 is the unit sphere in R3, D c R3 is a bounded region (obstacle) 
with smooth boundary r, D’ := W3 \ D. The coefficient A(&, o, k) is called the scattering 
amplitude corresponding to r. The Neumann boundary condition can be considered in place 
of (2): 
UN =o On r. (2’) 
Here N is the unit outer normal to I’. Let 3:, j = 1,2, be arbitrary small open sets in S2. 
The inverse problem is: given A(cr’, CY, k), find I?. 
The basic uniqueness results in the literature concerning this problem are: 
(1) M. Schiffer’s theorem: if A(a’,ao, k) is known for all a’ E S2, all k E (a, b), 0 5 a < b, 
and a fixed a = 00 E S2, then l? is uniquely determined. (see [l, p. 85]), and 
(2) A.G. Ramm’s theorem: if A(a’,a, b) is known for all cr’ E $, all a! E @ and a fixed 
k = ko > 0, then I’ is uniquely determined (see [l, p. 871). 
The purpose of this paper is to give a new approach to the proof of the above uniqueness results. 
This approach is based on the following formula proved in [3]: 
-47rA(a’, (Y, k) = 
Here A := Al - AZ, Aj is the scattering amplitude corresponding to the obstacle Dj; l?j := aDj, 
j = 1,2; rl,, := a(D;,), D;, := W3 \ Dis, Di2 := DI U Dz. For definiteness, assume the Dirichlet 
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boundary condition (2). The argument is valid for the Neumann condition (2’) (and for the 
Robin condition as well). By uj in (4) the scattering solution corresponding to the obstacle Dj 
is denoted. 
Our approach is as follows: if A1 = AZ for all cr’ E S2, all k E (a, b) and a fixed (Y = (~0 E S2, 
then (4) yields 
o=lr ( u1N s,ao,k)u2(~,-Q'JC) -uI(s,(Yo,IC)~~~N(S,--(~', k)lds- (5) 
We want to show that (5) leads to a contradiction, which shows that the assumption D1 # D2 is 
false. 
This method leads to a new proof of both Shiffer’s and Ramm’s theorems. The new proof is 
given in Section II. The method also gives an approach to the major open problem in this area. 
This problem is: 
IP. Is it true that the knowledge of A(&, CEO, ko) for all (Y’ E S2, a fixed k = ko > 0 and a fixed 
Q = (~0 E S2, determine I’ uniquely? 
This last problem has been open for several decades. 
2. PROOF OF THE UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
The following two known results will be used in the proof. The first is a well-known Rellich’s 
Lemma [l, p. 251: 
;“,“R” 1. If w solves equation (1) for 1x1 > R and w = o(Ixj-‘) as 121 + co, then w z 0 for 
The second is a result of Ramm [l, p. 461: 
LEMMA 2. Let g(s, y, k) be Green’s function for the problem (l)-(3): 
(V + k2)g(z, y, k) = -S(z - y) in D’, g = 0 on I? := aD, (6) 
Then 
1x1 ($$ - ikg) + 0 as 1x1 + 00. 
g(s, y, k) = expq~;pl).(z, c?, k) + 0 (h) , as IyI + 00, & = --cy’. 
1. Proof of Shiffer’s Theorem 
It follows from (5) and Lemmas 1, 2 that 
o= J [um(s, Qo, k)g(s, y, k) - ul(s, ao, k)sds, y, k)l ds, VY E 0:~. r:, 
(8) 
(9) 
Here g(z, y,k) is the kernel (6)-(7) for D = D2, g = 0 on l?2 and ~1 = 0 on rl. 
Take in (9) y --+ t E rb, t 6 rl, to get: 
0 = ul + Tul, Tf := /- gN, (s, t, k)f(s) ds. (10) 
Jr; 
Here the jump formula for the double-layer potential was used. The operator T = T(k) depends 
analytically on k and IIT(k)II -+ 0 as k = iT, T -+ +co. 
The operator norm is in C(r;) and T(k) is compact in C(rh). Therefore ul(s, (~0, k) is mero- 
morphic in k in Cc and vanishes for Im k > CO, where ~0 > 0 is a sufficiently large number. Thus, 
by analytic continuation, u~(s, cro, k) = 0, s E l?;, Vk > 0. This implies that ul(z, ~0, k) = 0, 
x E 022, where Dz2 is the part of D2 bounded by rl and l?l,. 
Indeed, (V2 + k2) u1 = 0 in 022, u1 = 0 on dD22 for all k > 0. 
Since the spectrum of the Dirichlet Laplacian in a bounded region D22 is discrete, it follows 
that ul(x, (~0, k) = 0 in D22 for all k > 0. 
By the unique continuation property 
ul(z, cro, k) = 0 in Di. (11) 
This is a contradiction since Iul(x, CXO, k)l = 1 + o(l) as 1x1 + 00. The proof is complete. fl 
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2. Proof of Ramm’s Theorem 
Now (5) and Lemmas 1, 2 imply, as before, that 
o= s [91N(% Z)92(% Y) - 91(% 2)92N(SY Y)l ds % Y E G2. % (12) 
Here gj(z, y) is the solution to (6)-(7) for k = ko and D’ = Di,j = 1,2. Parameter k = ko > 0 is 
fixed. Prom (12), Green’s formula and the radiation condition for the Green functions gj(s, y) := 
gj(z, Y, ko), J’ = L2, one gets 
0 = 91(x, Y> - 92(x, YL Vx,y E Di2. (13) 
This leads to a contradiction: take x E I’l,, where I’: is the part of I’{, which belongs to I’i, and 
let y --f x. Since gi = 0 on Pi, one has from (13) with x E Pi, x $I?2 the equation 
0 = 191(X,Y) -92(x, Y)l = I - 92hY)l + 00 = Y + x. (14) 
The last conclusion follows from the known behavior of the Green function gs as y + cz # I’s. 
The proof is complete. I 
Both proofs are conceptually similar and simple. 
REMARK. One can approach IP using (5). If o. and k = ko > 0 are fixed, then (5) yields (9) 
with k = ko. If one can derive a contradiction from (9), then uniqueness of the solution to IP is 
proved. 
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